Sectioning of individual hematite pseudocubes with focused ion beam enables quantitative structural characterization at nanometer length scales.
A dual-beam focused ion beam microscope equipped with a nanomanipulator was used to fabricate slices from within individual hematite (α-Fe2O3) pseudocubes with selected orientations with respect to the original pseudocubes. Transmission electron microanalysis through selected area electron diffraction enabled assignment of each thin section to a particular zone of the hematite lattice. While the pseudocubes are composed of numerous crystallites, 25-50 nm in size, they are not simply polycrystalline particles. Electron diffraction of thin sections showed that while the pseudocubic hematite particles are composed of numerous coherent domains, the individual thin sections display a net crystallographic orientation to the underlying hematite lattice. Quantitative analysis of the lattice misorientation between coherent domains was calculated from the azimuthal spread of electron diffraction peaks and is consistent with a structure that contains small-angle grain boundaries. Based upon this analysis, we conclude that the pseudocubic hematite particles are mosaic crystals, composed of highly oriented coherent domains.